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FR
Nota
1/31. OJ-FR: This paper is a tribute to Pierluigi Petrobelli, professor at the Università degli studi ‘Sapienza’ in Roma and scientific director of the Istituto Nazionale di Studi Verdiani in Parma for over thirty years (1980-2012). For over fourty years (1973-2012) he also represented the International Musicological Society (IMS) in the Advisory Committee - then Commission Mixte - of the Répertoire International des Sources Musicales (RISM).FR: The shot in the very first slide catches Arrigo Boito in his fifhties - he was born in Padua on1842 - while reading messages on his mobile  :-( ?   Oh no, sorry, rolling a cigarette   :-(?   No, he isn't ... Ok, more seriously he is looking what time it is on the pocked (here not visible) watch he received from Giuseppe Verdi.OJ: A gift that Verdi gave him on occasion of their first collaboration, the Inno delle Nazioni. We are going to talk about this later on. Arrigo Boito, well known as the librettist of Verdi’s last two operas Otello and Falstaff, was also a poet and a composer, author of two operas: Mefistofele - performed in 1868 and in a second version in1875 - and Nerone, performed after his death, at La Scala Theater in Milano in 1924, conducted by Arturo Toscanini.



Luigi Albertini, Linot and Piera Giacosa, Maria Bertola, Arrigo Boito
Milano, 1910 [Italy, private collection]
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FR
Nota
2/31 The ‘family’. The story we are going to tell starts from Arrigo Boito’s friendship with the family of Giuseppe Giacosa, poet and librettist.  Together with Luigi Illica, Giacosa wrote for Giacomo Puccini librettos as La Bohème, Tosca, Madama Butterfly. At your left stands Luigi Albertini, who married (1900) Piera Giacosa (here in the middle), the daughter of Giuseppe Giacosa. On the right stands Arrigo Boito, who had moved in Milano as a student (1853) to complete his musical studies and where he met them. 



[Italy, private collection]

Alberto Pirelli, Clara Albertini, Antonio Fogazzaro, Giuseppe 
Giacosa, Arrigo Boito, Piera and Elena Albertini 
Parella, Piemonte, 1912
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FR
Nota
3/31 The ‘family’. Their friendship was strengthened by Boito’s visits to the Albertini family in their villa in Piemonte,  exactly in Parella. In this shot the young girl sitting on the right is Elena Albertini, daughter of Luigi and Piera born in 1902 who will become in 1926 wife of Niccolò Carandini. She will have a relevant part in managing Boito’s heritage and  his studio.
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FR
Nota
4/31 Ecco il mondo [Here is the world]. Boito died in 1918. The Comitato nazionale per le celebrazioni del centenario della scomparsa di Arrigo Boito (1918-2018)  [National committee for the celebrations of 100 years from Boito's death 1918-2018].was activ between 2018 and 2021. One of its aims was to digitize Boito’s papers and to publish them on a portal. This page announces the end of activities. At the top left corner there is the address https://ww.arrigoiboito.it and its logo, which is actually Arrigo Boito’s signature. But which part of Boito's papers have been published ? To give an answer to this question is good to start from Boito’s personal studio, where most of his documents were kept while Boito was alive.

https://www.arrigoboito.it


Arrigo Boito at writing 
desk in his study
Milano,  February 1907

“… il mio erede [Luigi Albertini] 
vorrà lo spero tenere per sé le 
librerie che circondano il mio 
studio con tutti i libri che 
contengono, il pianoforte, lo 
scrittojo grande, le poltrone, le 
seggiole, i tappeti gli oggetti 
collocati nei sei piccoli 
compartimenti della libreria 
centrale… ”  

[From Boito’s holograph will dated
29 May 1918, I- PAc, Ep. Boito C 39]
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FR
Nota
5/31 Boito at his writing desk.  In Arrigo Boito’s holographic will - dated 29 May 1918, eleven days before his death on 10 June 1918 - Boito clearly asks to his universal heir, Luigi Albertini, to keep his studio alltogether: I hope my heir [Luigi Albertini] will keep for himself the bookcases that surround my studio with all the books, the piano, the writing desk, armchairs, chairs, carpets and objects preserved in six small compartments of the central bookcase.                                 [translation FR]The will is preserved in Parma, among some letters donated by the Carandini family in 1994, as the Nerone autograph score was sold to the Italian State. The Ministry of Culture destined score and letters to the Sezione musicale della Biblioteca Palatina [I-PAc], the library inside the Conservatorio di musica 'Arrigo Boito', located opposite the Museum.



For seventy years the studio has been going up and
down across north Italy

• Milano, (Lombardia)
via Principe Amedeo

• Parella

• Venezia
   (Piemonte)

   (Veneto)

• Parma (Emilia-Romagna)

1918

1920-1921

1973 ca. **

1983

* *
Letters owned by Arrigo Boito are separated from the studio to be 
given:
letters Giuseppe Verdi to Boito → Istituto di Studi Verdiani, Parma 
letters Eleonora Duse to Boito → Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venezia

Parma

Milano

(CN)

Venezia
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FR
Nota
 6/31 How Boito's study travelled through North Italy: a map. Trying to accomplish Boito’s will, around 1920 Luigi Albertini moved the studio from Boito’s house in Milano, via Principe Amedeo, to Parella, in Piemonte. Here it was rebuilt in the same room where Boito used to be hosted. “Fu, se non erro, nel 1920 o 1921 che tutto [lo studio] venne trasportato in quella nostra casa in una ospitalità che fu per mezzo secolo veramente ideale”[If I do remember well, it was in 1920 or 1921 that the whole [study] moved in our house, where it was hosted  in an ideal way for half a century].“*    [translation FR]After fifty years, in 1970s, Luigi Albertini’s heirs - among them Elena Albertini Carandini, you have seen as a young girl sitting - decided it was time to let people access Boito’s studio and his library, by moving them to a public institution. Piero Nardi, Boito’s biographer,** working since 1956 in Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venezia, helped them in the agreements with the Fondazione.Quite at the same time the heirs decided to separate from the studio the letters Boito received from Giuseppe Verdi and from the famous actress and Boito's lover Eleonora Duse. Verdi’s letters were given to the just born Istituto di Studi Verdiani in Parma. Eleonora Duse’s letters were given to the Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venezia, as both institutions already had the letters written by Boito. Ten years later Luigi Abertini’s heirs reconsidered their decision and let the studio move to the Conservatorio di musica in Parma, named ‘Arrigo Boito’, because Boito acted here as honorary president in 1890-1891.= = = = = * Elena Carandini Albertini and Leonardo Albertini, typescript letter to Vittore Branca [Vice-President of Fondazione Giorgio Cini], 29 December 1971 [I-PAc, Ep. Boito, C 78]. ** Piero Nardi, Vita di Arrigo Boito, Milano, Mondadori, 1942.



Boito’s studio in Parella (1924) and in Parma (2020) 7/31

Thanks to the Comitato nazionale the library was catalogued in the Sistema Bibliotecario Parmense, branch of SBN (2019) 

https://biblioteche.parma.it/SebinaOpac/query/boito?bib=PARCM&context=catalogo
FR
Nota
7/31 Parella - Parma The image in black and white shows Boito's studio rebuilt in Parella (1920-1970). The colored image represents the studio rebuilt in the Museum in Parma.In both images Boito’s library is only partly visible.  Neither is visible the original dark suitecase where the Nerone's papers are kept in folders.The library includes around 1.300 items, mainly books of XIX century in Italian, Latin, French, English; but also 93 items of printed music (to be seen on the piano and at its left), 17 periodicals, 5 book of sixteenth century. Several Boito's autographs notebooks are also here.*The library catalogue, supported by the Comitatto nazionale Boito,  was completed by March 2019, thanks to two expert cataloguers: Federica Biancheri, Angela d'Elia.= = = = =* E. d'Angelo - F. Riva,  I quaderni lessicali di Arrigo Boito nel Museo storico del Conservatorio di Parma in «Studi verdiani», 18 (2004), pp. 63-147: (notebooks inventory) 138.



June 1986: inauguration of the studio Boito in
Sala Barilla, the museum of the Conservatorio di
musica ‘A. Boito’, Parma
1: Studio Boito: Andrea Carandini, Pietro Barilla, Giorgio Paini
2: Studio Boito: Andrea e Silvia Carandini, Pietro Barilla 
3: G. Nello Vetro’s chronicle, «Gazzetta di Parma», 18 June 1986
4: Pietro Barilla’s letter providing funding for the Museum 27 
January 1986 [ I-PAmc,  historic archive]
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FR
Nota
8/31 1986: Museum inauguration in Parma. The Museum with the Studio Boito was inuagurated on1986. Image [1] shows the “protagonists” inside Boito's studio; from the left: Giuseppe Verdi, a little bronze statue reproducing a famous shot of Verdi with Boito  (V); Andrea Carandini, archeologist, Boito’s heir (C); Piero Barilla, founder of the Barilla factory who funded the Musuem (BA); Giorgio Paini, industrialist, at the time President of the Conservatorio (GP); the portrait of a young Arrigo Boito, in a photograph with fame (AB); the print of a Verdi portrait that himself donated and dedicated to Boito (V).Image [4] is the letter that Piero Barilla wrote to donate 70 million lire (roughly € 85.000 or 2 million czk) to help the Conservatorio in building the Museum. Therefore the Museum took the name of  ‘Sala Barilla’. Here  Boito's and Toscanini's studios are rebuilt one next to the other.Image [3]: On 18 June 1986 the local newspaper «La Gazzetta di Parma» publishes the chronicle of the event. The article is written by Gaspare Nello Vetro, at the time librarian of the Conservatory, the one who followed  Boito's studio while moving from Venezia to Parma. In checking materials on arrival he noticed several lacunae, therefore reported (in yellow): "Di Boito qui c'è lo studio. Giunto dopo le spoliazioni infertegli dal passaggio attraverso la Fondazione Cini"[Boito’s studio is here, arrived after spoliations suffered at the Fondazione [Giorgio] Cini".               [translation FR]The four documents are preserved in the historic archive of the Conservatorio di musica 'A. Boito', Parma  [I-PAmc].
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FR
Nota
9/31 Boito's digital archive. After some history is now time to open the portal Arrigo Boito <www.arrigoboito.it>to see how Boito's documents can be digitally accessed today.The section Archivio leads to Arrigo Boito digitale <https.//archivi.cini.it/boito-web/>  where digitized documents are divided in series.We present here two groups of papers through their digital series:  my job is to present the autographs notes for Nerone (Nerone carte prepartorie : Nerone's preparatory papers)  [green].Olga Jesurum will present the Donazione Carandini, now in the Studio Boito, focusing on documents concerning Giuseppe Verdi and Verdi-Boito relationship [orange].About other digital series:Appunti e esercizi || Scritti || Collezione di cartoline are part of Boito's papers related to his Studio.  Documents in the series Arrigo Boito nel Fondo Eleonora Duse as well as Arrigo Boito nel Fondo Piero Nardi belong, respectively, the Duse and Nardi archives. All these documents are preserved at the Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venezia.Series Ricezione di Arrigo Boito is the result of a research coordinated by prof. Marco Capra, Università degli studi in Parma, that identified 370 contemporary reviews of Boito’s works - operas and librettos - published on Italian periodicals (1860-1924). For two Boito's operas Mefistofele and Nerone reviews concern the première and later stages.



Nerone’s papers now preserved in Parma and in Venezia for
the first time [digitally] together since the 1970s.

(89)

(1)

[Fondazione Giorgio Cini]

[Fondazione Giorgio Cini]

[][Fondazione Giorgio Cini]]

[[Fondazione Giorgio Cini]
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FR
Nota
10/31 Nerone carte preparatorie. Boito's preparatory papers related to Nerone, at first intended to be in five acts, are organized in 22 folders [cartelle], now catalogued in 4.747 records and digitized in around 10.000 images. The main part of the papers is preserved in the Studio Boito in Parma, except of around 580 remained at Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Istituto per la Musica in Venezia. In detail: papers in Venezia are those of folders  (complete) II, VIII, XIII, XVII; and of folders V, VII, XI, XV, XXI, XXII, but only in part; e. g. folder VII: 1 paper out of 59 ; folder XI: 89 papers out of 131 are in Venice.Papers -- that Boito himseelf organized by act -- consist mainly in autograph notes that Boito took while studying life, habits, costumes of ancient roman times and while writing the libretto and composing the music of Nerone. He used to take notes from books of his library, even making scraps from dictionnaries or to write and then to put aside music he rejected (rifiuti).Boito conducted his study of roman times for the greatest part of his life (1962-1918). As  very few  papers have a date, the issue of dating Nerone's papers  is relevant.  Papers in Parma have been catalogued by Paola Camponovo; papers in Venezia by Linda Baldassin.



Boito’s notes from his library: 
a research path for the genetic edition of Nerone

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, Nerone, VII.A.1]

Shelf mark: 
Boito 1127.2
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FR
Nota
11/31 The relationship between Boito’s library ans his manuscript notes.  The cataloguing and digitizing project led to results that allow now scholars to recreate the process followed by Boito in studying the books of his library, in annotating them and/or in taking manuscript notes that he wrote on slip of papers.Many of Boito's notes are quotes. Here is a very simple case useful to explain the process (notes are usually much more complicated than this).[Image of VII.A.1] According to Boito's note the latin exclamation "Euge. Belle” - which means “Great. Fantastic” - is a quote from Satire of the poet Aulo Persio Flacco. Therefore we expect to find a copy of Flacco's Satire in Boito’s library. [Image at the right] With a simple author/title query in the SBN catalogue infact we find the book and its shelf mark: Boito.1127.2. This enable scholars to check easily if Boito did other annotation on the volume from which the note comes.This check - done systematically on all thousands of Nerone's preparatory papers - is one of the preliminary works scholars need to do, to prepare the genetic edition of the opera.
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Fondo Arrìgo Boito \ Nerone carte preparatorie\ Cartella VII A-C Atto 4 

È una cristiana 

.Area dell'identificazione 

Titolo: È una cristia1na 
Cronologia: s.d. [1862 - 1918] • Piero Nardi ha rinvenuto una lettera del Febbraio 1862 in cui il Nerone 
viene menzionato 
Tipologia documentaria: manoscritti 
Tipologia specifica: testo 
Forma: manoscritto 
Responsabilita: Boito, Arrigo (Tobia Gorrio) (compositore) 
Descrizfone fisica: 1 c. , 208 x 135 mm Inchiostro nero, lapìs; carta grigia. Presenta annotazioni sollo sul 
recto 
segnatura attuale: Scatola 2 , Cartella VII 
segnatura precedente: A. 12 
Soggetto conservat.ore: Fondazione Gìorgìo Cini, Istituto per La Musica 

.Area del contenuto 

La pagina di !Libretto si riferisce ad una scena corale al IV Atto. Per completezza, le battute sono riportate 
in calce neUa loro interezza. 

Arrigo Boito, Nerone, G. Ricordi e C. Editori, Milano 1924, pp. 76-77. 

HFANUÈL : (la riconosce, accorre ad essa, discaccia Simon Mago ed esclama:·) Sorella! 
RUBRI.A : Fanuèl! {Sviene tra le braccia di Fanuel.) 
SIMON MAGO : È una criistìana. 
LA PLEBE : È una cristiana. 
NERONE : (rawisandola, la nomina) Rubria! / (irridendo) Ben tu svienì. 
SIMON MAGO : Morte! 
LA PLEBE : A Porta GoUina! Muoja! 
NERONE : (freneticamente) Muoja / Nel branco deRe Dìrcì! 

12/31E' una cristiana! [I-Vgc Scat. 2, VII.A.12]

FR
Nota
12/31 Boito's notes without info. But what happends if Boito's note does not indicate it's source?  It could be a quote, it could be not. The dialogue in paper VII.A.12 [image at the left] is identified in Arrigo Boito digitale [image at the right] as part of  Nerone's libretto, precisely in act four. The transcription of the text to be seen at the end of the record is part of the cataloguing work.About digital watermarks: each institution has its own watermark: Parma (I-PAmc) differs from Venezia (I-Vgc). An example of both is to be seen in the next slide.



 Music: score and sketches
Score: Nerone Atto 1. Musica

[I-Vgc, II.G.12]

Sketches: Appunti musicali per aerofoni
(Music notes for aerophones)

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, Nerone XV, C.38-123: 91]
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FR
Nota
13/31  Music. Among preliminary papers for Nerone, there are different types of music documents: some are scores with more pages, others are half or a quarter of a folio, down to very tiny pieces of music paper only one staff high and less than half folio wide. [To the left]: the page is taken from a music notebook; it contains a note on the use of trombones, as part of a text about aerophones. ]To the right]: the page of a score of 24 staves. Boito often used empty music paper also to make folders, grouping annotated papers according their content.



Consolidating research paths with independent platforms:
from Arrigo Boito digitale to the SBN catalogue…

LINK
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FR
Nota
14/31 Reconnecting disjoint documents by linking catalogues (I).  In Nerone's preparatory notes is possible to find parts/pages that Boito extracted from books of hiss library. The issue is how to identify these parts and how to reconnect parts and books  together. Here is an example.[To the right[]: In the volume Goethe’s Faust (Paris : Charpentier, 1869; shelfmark BOI.393) some pages are lacking.Probably Boito himself extracted and put them aside together with other papers, exactly those that were donated in 2019 by Andrea Carandini  (see later).The volume is catalogued in SBN (Parma version<https://biblioteche.parma.it/SebinaOpac/resource/le-faust/PAR180855>.[To the left]:  Two of the extracted pages as they appear in Arrigo Boito digitale <https://archivi.cini.it/boito-web/>. As the two catalogues are totally independent, cross-reference links were created manually to assure information to be accessible from both catalogues.[To the left]:  In Arrigo Boito digitale a note was added, describing Goethe’s Faust including its shelf mark  [BOI.393] which is linked to the related record in SBN. [To the right]: the SBN catalogue informs that Goethe's Faust volume lacks of pages 165-176, 187-208, 219-228. After Donazione Carandini was catalogued, the record was updated adding a link to Arrigo Boito digitale (see tag Links).



… and from the SBN catalogue to Arrigo Boito digitale
15/31

FR
Nota
15/31 Reconnecting disjoint documents by linking catalogues (II).  [To the left]: ...  the added annotation reads: 'Pages 195-268, extracted by Boito, are reproduced in Archivio Boito digitale'The whole annotation is linked to Arrigo Boito digitale [to the right].And now is up to Olga Jesurum ...
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OJ
Nota
16/31 The Donazione Andrea Carandini. In 2018, coinciding with the celebrations for the 100th anniversary of Boito's death, the famous archaeologist Professor Andrea Carandini - son of Elena, whom you met before - donated 800 Boito's papers to the Conservatorio di musica 'A. Boito' in Parma, together with some books which had belonged to Boito's library and remained by the heirs until then. The whole donation found its place inside the Studio Boito, where it came from. Approximately half of the Carandini papers concern Giuseppe Verdi and his work [in the slide: Donazione Andrea Carandini nos. 1, 2]. We identify three main topics:- Boito's papers and notes on Verdi's life- Verdi's autographs on Cantica and Otello- Boito's autographs on Otello and  Re LearThe remainder deal with various topics, such as the ancient Roman world, copyright issues, the orchestra at La Scala theater, and the state of opera houses at the beginning of the 20th century [in the slide: Donazione Andrea Carandini nos.  3-8].The collection consists mainly of notes: simple sentences written on single pieces of paper, or longer periods written on whole sheets. To understand their significance and importance - expecially because of the fragmentary nature of the collection - it is necessary not only to identify their content  but also to relate it to other sources dealing with the same topic. This proves to be even more necessary in the case of notes on Verdi, whose collaboration with Boito is documented mainly by their correspondence riunited - as Federica previously said -  at the Istituto di Studi Verdiani in 1973, and published in Italian (1978, 2014) and in English (1994, 2015).* More recently, the Archivio di Stato in Parma acquired documents that Verdi's heirs still preserved at Villa Verdi in Sant’Agata until 2019, including part of Giuseppe Verdi’s epistolary, unpublished sketches of his operas and the Clarina Maffei’s album. Documents that the Direzione generale Archivi of the Ministero della Cultura declared of public utillity: the epistolary is under restauration.As Emanuele D’Angelo underlined, the Carandini donation takes on therefore an even greater importance in light of the acquisition of Verdi's documents by the Archivio di Stato in Parma, which are now supposed to be more accessibile than before.**= = == = = =*Carteggio Verdi-Boito a cura di Mario Medici e Marcello Conati con la collaborazione di Marisa Casati. Parma : Istituto di studi verdiani, 1978, 2 voll., 2.ed 2014.The Verdi-Boito correspondence edited by Marcello Conati & Mario Medici with a new introduction by Marcello Conati; english-language edition prepared by William Weaver. Chicago-London : The University of Chicago Press, 1994. Paperback edition 2015.** Emanuele D’Angelo, Novità dalle carte ‘verdiane’ di Arrigo Boito speach at the conference La filologia all'opera: Verdi e le nuove prospettive sul processo compositivo  (Venezia, Fondazione Ugo e Olga Levi, 26-28 May 2022).



About a Verdi’s biography
by Arrigo Boito:
notes from one of Boito's black
notebooks yet unknown …
[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini, 1.A.1.a.38 ; 1.A.2, 2r]
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OJ
Nota
17/31 Boito papers and notes on Verdi's life. Boito's autographs include several notes on Verdi's life from his early childhood until his death:A sett'anni incominciò a servire messa[At the age of seven he began to serve mass].[At the left, image of 1.A.1a.38].In 1898 Boito wrote a sort of diary of his visits to Verdi in Sant'Agata, using a notebook of 60 pages, bound in black cloth-covered cardboard: 4. Novembre 98, Quest'oggi prima sulla carta topografica che tiene nel suo studio ... [Today, first on the topographic map he keeps in his studio ...]. [At the right, image of 1.A.2, 2r]This specimen adds to a group of three similar notebooks containing Boito's notes on Verdi’s life, preserved in the Studio Boito (Boito.1261, Boito.1262, Boito.1266), already published by the Verdi scholar Marcello Conati.*All these notes look like a first draft of a biographical article on Verdi as the following documents also suggest. = = = =*Marcello Conati, Verdi (dai taccuini di Boito), «Musica/Realtà», XVIII (1997), 53/2, pp. 115–132. 



… and ten letters (1893-1897) 
to Arrigo Boito from  R. U. Johnson,
The Century Magazine, NY, editorial 
department.

[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini, 1.A.3.1-14:1]
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OJ
Nota
18/31 Letters from R.U. Johnson to Boito. Among the Carandini papers  there are ten typescript letters (1893-1897) addressed to Boito by Robert Underwood Johnson, associate editor of The Century Magazine, an illustrated popular magazine published in New York.After the success of Falstaff (1893), Johnson asked repeatedly to Boito to write a brief profile of Verdi's life: an article that Boito did not apparently submit until 1897.  We propose that all the notes Boito took about Verdi’s life where conceived to answer at the American request.



Cantica: a Giuseppe Verdi’s 
autograph sketch for
Inno delle Nazioni  

text: Arrigo Boito
music: Giuseppe Verdi
London, Her Majesty Theater, 24 May 1862

➢ Four other sketches are describerd by
Roberta Montemorra Marwin (2017)

19/31[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 5.1.1]

OJ
Nota
19/31 Cantica (Inno delle Nazioni). Within this group of documents Verdi's first autograph appears: the draft of a Cantica, which will become Inno delle Nazioni, text by Arrigo Boito, composed  in 1862 for the Universal Exposition in London and performed at Her Majesty Theater on 24 May 1862.Cantica | Coro | Le due quartine come stanno | con refrain ! | Gloria! ai venturi popoli | ......[Cantica | Chorus | two quatrains as they are | with refrain! ! Gloria to peopls to come | ..... ]This is a fifth known draft of Cantica. Four others - preserved among the Villa Verdi in Sant'Agata papers - have been studied by Roberta Montemorra Marvin.*On this occasion Verdi thanked Boito by donating him the pocket watch that Boito looks at in the portait with wihch we opened this talk.= = = = =* Roberta Montemorra Marvin, The Politics of Verdi's Cantica, London, Routledge 2017, ©2014.



Giuseppe Verdi’s
autographs: Otello (I)

Outside a castle sketch 
for Act I, 1

[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 2.5]

20/31

OJ
Nota
20/31 Giuseppe Verdi's autographs: Otello (I). Three Verdi autographs concern the opera Otello. Could be they were part of the Verdi-Boito correspondence, but somehow put aside, therefore remained by the heirs when in 1973 Verdi's letters were given to the Istituto di Studi Verdiani. They arrive now in the Studio Boito as part of the Donazione Andrea Carandini.The first autograph is a sketch for the opening scene of the opera, placed outside the castel.It is possible to recognise from the background: the sea [mare, spiaggia], the stairs [scalea]; on the left side the symbol of a building representing the castle; on the sides of the scene the positioning of the chorus [small circles].The Studio Boito preserves two other documents about Otello who has manuscript notes, but this time are Boito's notes:1)The Disposizione scenica per l’opera Otello dramma lirico in quattro atti, versi di Arrigo Boito, musica di Giuseppe Verdi : compilata e regolata secondo la messa inscena del Teatro alla Scala / da Giulio Ricordi. - Milano, R. Stabilimento musicale Ricordi, t.s. 9/.., [shelf mark Boito.1184]. The annotated book is published  by J. Hepokoski - M. Viale Ferrero, 'Otello' di Giuseppe Verdi, Milano, Ricordi, 1990 (Musica e spettacolo. Collana diretta da Francesco Degrada e Mercedes Viale Ferrero).2)The libretto Otello dramma lirico in quattro atti / versi di Arrigo Boito ; musica di Giuseppe Verdi. Milano, R. Stabilimento Tito di Gio. Ricordi e Francesco Lucca di G. Ricordi & C., 1892. [shelf mark: Boito 1167].



[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 2.6]

21/31

Giuseppe Verdi’s
autographs: Otello (II)

Un pezzo concertato: selva for Act III

OJ
Nota
21/31 Giuseppe Verdi's autographs: Otello (II): selva for act III. The second is a note on the structure of the libretto, almost a selva, a term used in the 19th century to define a text summarising the sequence of an opera's salient moments. The selva was usually written by the librettist, but Verdi used to take part in the process, having already in mind the structure of the opera, even before composing the music.The autograph may refer to Act III, thanks to two elements:- a reference to the city of Venezia (line 6, first word)- the presence of Cassio (line 7, fourth word)



Giuseppe Verdi’s
autographs:  Otello (III)

Lascia Milano per Roma?

[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 3.10]

22/31

OJ
Nota
22/31 Giuseppe Verdi's autographs: Otello (III). Lascia Milano per Roma? The third autograph is a note about the location of the opera's debut, while Milano and Roma were competing for the première, expected to be in 1887.As the debut at La Scala was uncertain, Guglielmo Canori,  impresario of the Teatro Costanzi in Roma,* had already travelled to Milano in 1886 to secure the première of the opera in Roma. Lascia Milano per Roma? O si tratta soltanto di una mezza parola o di un compromesso?...[To leave Milano for Rome? Its' just half word or a preliminary agreement]....= = = *Guglielmo Canori (1842-1912) as impresario was still in relationship with Teatro Costanzi in 1893 for the Falstaff première. His name is to be found in seven letters of the digital collection of Archivio Storico Ricordi. <https://www.digitalarchivioricordi.com/it/people/display/14443/Guglielmo_Canori>.See also Mercedes Viale Ferrero, Otello da Milano a Roma. Le scene nella strategia del successo in Verdi e Roma, a cura di Olga Jesurum, Roma, Accademia nazionale dei Lincei, 2015, p. 281-296.



Arrigo Boito’s
autographs:

how Verdi uses 
trombones in 
Otello: Act 3.

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 
5.3.10, 5.3.12]
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OJ
Nota
23/31 Arrigo Boito's autographs: how Verdi uses trombones in Otello. In the group  [5.3.1-27] most of Boito's notes on orchestration are related to Otello.They are grouped in an envelop with the title Tromboni  [5.3.27], to which these two notes  [5-3-10, 5.3.12] also belong. It is interesting to note the relationship existing between the drama and orchestration. Atto III Sempre nella scena tra Ot. e Desd.[Act III still in the scene between Ot. and Desd.]			[Carandini 5.3.10]Atto III Sulla parola detta con | espressione tremendaAct III On the word said with 



Re Lear. the very first source of Boito’s sketch for Verdi now revealed
Characters Act I

24/31

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, 
Carandini 2.2, 2.3, 1r]

OJ
Nota
24/31 Re Lear: the very first source of Boito's sketch for Verdi now revealed: characters and act I. Finally, Re Lear is a Shakespearian drama for which Verdi had already refused to compose the music between 1853 and 1856, because the libretto written by Antonio Somma did not satisfy the Maestro. The six remained sheets of a Boito's notebook  include the list of characters and barely sketched out first, second, and third acts, up to Lear's death: the veritable 'selva' or - as Boito himself called it - the 'dramatic form'.The pages are fundamental in telling us how far was Boito's project to offer another libretto to Verdi, after Falstaff  (1893).Re Lear ^ Baritono | Il Conte di Kent ^ Baritono | Edmondo ^ Tenore  | [Characters: 2.2, 1r]Gran Sala della reggia. Nel mezzo  | ...[Great hall of the palace. In the middle] | ...[Act I: 2.3, 1r] 



Re Lear:  Act II

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, 
Carandini 2.4 1r; 2.4 2r]

1

25/31

OJ
Nota
25/31 Re Lear: Act II.Atto II (lungo | 400 versi) | Parte Ia | Forma Drammatica |  ...[Act II (long | 400 verses) | Part Ist  | Dramatic form | .... [Atto II: 2.4, 1r]Atto II | Parte II | (forma strofica) | L'uragano |  ...Act II | Part II | (Strophic form) | The hurricane] ... [Atto II, 2.4, 2r]



Re Lear: Act III up to King Lear's death

26/31

[I-PAmc, Studio Boito, 
Carandini 2.3, 2r-v]

OJ
Nota
26/31 Re Lear: Act III up to King Lear's death,Atto III breve |  (200 versi) | lirico intervallato | di dramma) | ... Act III short |  (200 verses) | lyric punctuated | with drama)  | ...              [Atto III: 2.3 2r] suoi il  comando | di Cornovaglia | d'uccidere Cordelia|Cornwall's command | to kill Cordelia | [Atto III: 2.3.2v]Pietro Nardi wrote that Boito sent to Verdi a three-act scenario for Re Lear and some verses of the opening scene.*These sheets contain the scenario but not the verses of the opening scene ...== = = =* Piero Nardi, Vita di Arrigo Boito, s.l., Mondadori, 1942, pp. 592-594.



Re Lear. the noteook with a note on the binding [I-PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 2.2, 1r]
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OJ
Nota
27/31 Re Lear: the notebook with a note on the binding.Re Lear ^ Baritono | Il Conte di Kent ^ Baritono | Edmondo ^ Tenore  | [2.2, 1r]... but because the first of these sheets [2.2] is  attached to the cloth of the back binding of a black notebook, there may still exist --  beyond the two  remaining bifolios [2.3, 2.4] -- other  sheets or bifolio, related to the same notebook, which may contain the incipit verses, to which Piero Nardi alludes.



Boito’s autographs: two diagrams on Verdi’s Operas (I)
[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 1.A.1.d.1] 28/30

OJ
Nota
28/31 Boito's autographs: two diagrams on Verdi's Operas (I). The last Boito’s autograph I show You consist in two diagrams where Boito's evaluates Verdi’s Operas. From the very first Oberto to Falstaff, all Verdi's operas are considered in their artistic achievement, represented by the higher or lower position each opera has in the chart.



Boito’s autographs: two diagrams on Verdi’s Operas (II)
[I- PAmc, Studio Boito, Carandini 1.A.1.d.2;    1.A.1.d.3]
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OJ
Nota
29/31 Boito's autographs: two diagrams on Verdi's Operas (II). The second diagram is more complex than the first, as it takes into account not only Verdi's music but also the genre or the literary source of each opera: patriotic for Nabucco and Lombardi; romantic for Ernani and Rigoletto; Schiller for Masnadieri, Luisa Miller, Don Carlos; and finally Shakespeare for Macbeth, Otello, Falstaff. For the last two operas Boito's annotates that the influence of Shakespeare is at its most.Thanks to the resources of the Comitato nazionale Boito, in 2021 the wohle Donazione Andrea Carandini  was catalogued and digitised, therefore today is fully accessible through the portal Arrigo Boito digitale.
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